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Abstract: This exploratory study tested the use of machine learning techniques, in particular, probabilistic topic models, to conduct automated analysis of the online discourse a Grade 4 knowledge-building community that investigated optics over three months. Using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, we extracted ten distinct and semantically meaningful clusters (i.e., topics) from the online discourse, which overlapped substantially with — although did not directly map onto—the inquiry themes identified by students and inquiry thread topics identified by researchers. The LDA analysis further identified discourse entries relevant to each of the topics, with a high-level agreement achieved between the automated analysis results and the manual coding of two researchers.

Introduction

A focal challenge in the learning sciences community is to create collaborative knowledge building environments in line with how real-world knowledge communities work. Supported by collaborative online environments, such as Knowledge Forum (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006), students engage in sustained and interactive discourse to advance their collective understanding. Working as a knowledge building community requires students to take on collective responsibility for advancing their collective knowledge beyond individual learning (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006; Stahl, 2006). They need to develop a reflective awareness of the major themes of inquiry emerging from the diverse input of all community members, build on important ideas of peers, identify progress and gaps, and envision directions for collaborative work and contributions (Zhang et al., 2009). In parallel with such challenges for students, the teacher needs to actively follow the online discourse to understand the landscape of collective ideas, identify and assess advances in focal areas, and foster further efforts to investigate emerging and deeper issues. However, manual implementation of such analyses of online discourse is often labor-intensive and demanding even for the researchers, let alone the teachers or the students. This calls for new assessment and analysis tools to help students and their teacher trace online discourse over time and provide feedback on collective progress as well as individual participation. The purpose of this research is to test automated analysis based on machine learning techniques to discover and trace major topics of inquiry based on online discourse data. Such automated analysis may provide learners and teachers with ongoing assessment and feedback about the evolving landscape and status of their collective understanding achieved through online discourse; it also provides researchers with new and less labor-intensive tools to analyze online discourse.

Tracing and Analyzing Online Knowledge-Building Discourse as Unfolding Conceptual Streams

Diverse measures have been developed to trace and examine knowledge advancement in online discourse (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007; van Aalst & Chan, 2007; Weinberger & Fischer, 2006), with efforts further made to automate some of the analyses (Law et al., 2007; Rosé et al., 2008; Teplovs & Fujita, 2009). To trace collective idea advancement in online discourse, Zhang (2004) developed inquiry threads analysis in light of the discourse flow theory that explains the dynamics giving directions to the flow of thoughts in discourse (Chafe, 1997). In interactive conversations, members dynamically maintain a shared focus of active consciousness, which constantly shifts and develops as the conversation proceeds. Interrelated focuses of conversation constitute larger focus clusters—discourse topics. It is often presented in the form of a problem or gap yet to be filled that engages members’ thinking in an active and determinate psychic way. The evolving streams of the whole discourse are sustained through the joint interplay of the participants, whose successive focuses of consciousness propelled forward by their reaction to what others have just said (Chafe, 1997). The whole course of conversation unfolds in an emergent and improvisational manner. Inquiry threads analysis traces collective idea progress in extended discourse by identifying focal topics or thematic problems that have emerged. Discourse contributions that address each shared problem/theme (e.g. how are rainbows created) form into an inquiry thread, a conceptual stream of discourse extending from the first to the last discourse entry (Zhang et al., 2007). Advances in each inquiry thread are further elaborated through analyzing the content of major discourse input (e.g., questions, ideas). The scope and depth of the discourse is additionally benchmarked by comparing
program—Idea Thread Mapper (ITM)—has been developed to help researchers create inquiry threads based on postings and engage students in reflective monitoring of collective knowledge progress. Students and their patterns of discourse of interest to the researcher. Drawing on some of the well-tested coding schemes focusing assess whole class progress as well as individual participation and contribution.

Automatically discover the topics in a corpus and the topic assignments of each document using only the to reduce cost, and improve objectivity of the analysis results. The objective of probabilistic topic modeling is to observed documents to infer the latent topic structure. This can be thought of as “reverse engineering” the simple generative process underlying the topic models — what is the latent topic structure that is likely to generate the observed collection. Two common choices of topic models are the latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Hofmann, 2001) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei, 2012). In LDA, we assume that the conditional distribution of the topic assignment given the per-document topic proportion, the conditional distribution of the observed word given all the topics and the per-word topic assignment are multinomial distributions, while the prior distributions over the individual topics and per-document per-word topic assignments are Dirichlet distributions. According to the Bayesian framework, the generative model reduces to compute the conditional distribution of the topics and topic assignments of each word and document given the observed corpus. In practice, we use approximation methods to evaluate the document posterior distribution, the two main categories of which are variational methods and sampling based methods. Though both methods have been shown leading to reliable inference performances, in this work, we employ the variation-based method for its running efficiency. Compared with LDA, LSI has a significant drawback in that the “topics” recovered from LSI lacks a clear semantic meaning. On the other hand, the topics in LDA are distributions of words, and correspond to components in the probabilistic generative model. More importantly, LDA usually outperforms LSI in practice (Blei, 2012) mainly due to its better handling of synonymy and polysemy because of the probabilistic association of words to topic. Therefore in this study, we tested using LDA to discover and trace major topics of inquiry based on online discourse.

Early adoptions of topic models for educational data include the work of Ming and colleagues (2012), which applied two topic models, namely probabilistic LSI and hierarchical LDA, to predict the grades of the students and showed that these analyses provide information that aids more precise student assessment. Y. Zhang and colleagues (2012) applied LDA to online discussions of four Chinese classrooms to extract topics and display the temporal profiles of the topics. This study suggests that frames built from the top terms of the learned topics support easier human interpretation. Beyond online learning, Sherin (2012, in press) tested using LDA and latent semantic analysis to extract fragments (categories) of ideas from student interviews in order to

Existing Work to Analyze Online Discourse Using Probabilistic Topic Models

In educational data mining, automated content analysis has been tested as a major method for online discourse analysis (Rose et al., 2008; Mu et al., 2012; Baker & Yacef, 2009; Romero & Ventura, 2007; Romero & Ventura, 2010). Content analysis requires the design of pre-defined coding schemes focusing on various patterns of discourse of interest to the researcher. Drawing on some of the well-tested coding schemes focusing on patterns of argumentative discourse (e.g., Weinberger & Fischer, 2006), researchers have designed automated content analysis tools using nature language processing and machine learning techniques (Mu et al., 2012). The existing automated content analysis tools primarily focus on patterns of discourse at a single post level. They usually lack the ability to address conceptual themes of ideas that evolve in this whole course of the discourse.

As an alternative to content analysis, topic models that automate the discovery of thematic topics from a corpus have gained increasing attention. One appealing property of analysis based on topic models is that they are unsupervised algorithms, which obviates the requirement of manually annotating the corpus, and may help to reduce cost, and improve objectivity of the analysis results. The objective of probabilistic topic modeling is to automatically discover the topics in a corpus and the topic assignments of each document using only the documents in the corpus (more precisely, all the words, or the frequency of unique words). In the language of statistical analysis, we treat the documents as the observed variables, while the topic structures — the individual topics, the per-document topic distributions, and the per-document per-word topic assignments—are regarded as the latent variables in the model. The central computational problem in probabilistic topic modeling is to use the observed documents to infer the latent topic structure. This can be thought of as “reverse engineering” the simple generative process underlying the topic models — what is the latent topic structure that is likely to generate the observed collection. Two common choices of topic models are the latent semantic indexing (LSI) (Hofmann, 2001) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei, 2012). In LDA, we assume that the conditional distribution of the topic assignment given the per-document topic proportion, the conditional distribution of the observed word given all the topics and the per-word topic assignment are multinomial distributions, while the prior distributions over the individual topics and per-document per-word topic assignments are Dirichlet distributions. According to the Bayesian framework, the generative model reduces to compute the conditional distribution of the topics and topic assignments of each word and document given the observed corpus. In practice, we use approximation methods to evaluation of the document posterior distribution, the two main categories of which are variational methods and sampling based methods. Though both methods have been shown leading to reliable inference performances, in this work, we employ the variation-based method for its running efficiency. Compared with LDA, LSI has a significant drawback in that the “topics” recovered from LSI lacks a clear semantic meaning. On the other hand, the topics in LDA are distributions of words, and correspond to components in the probabilistic generative model. More importantly, LDA usually outperforms LSI in practice (Blei, 2012) mainly due to its better handling of synonymy and polysemy because of the probabilistic association of words to topic. Therefore in this study, we tested using LDA to discover and trace major topics of inquiry based on online discourse.

Early adoptions of topic models for educational data include the work of Ming and colleagues (2012), which applied two topic models, namely probabilistic LSI and hierarchical LDA, to predict the grades of the students and showed that these analyses provide information that aids more precise student assessment. Y. Zhang and colleagues (2012) applied LDA to online discussions of four Chinese classrooms to extract topics and display the temporal profiles of the topics. This study suggests that frames built from the top terms of the learned topics support easier human interpretation. Beyond online learning, Sherin (2012, in press) tested using LDA and latent semantic analysis to extract fragments (categories) of ideas from student interviews in order to
code misconceptions versus scientific explanations. The results of the automated analysis aligned closely with
the coding of human analysts. The above studies point to the promising potential of LDA to capture conceptual
topics and structures in student discourse data. However, this potential needs to be further explored by applying
the topic model analysis to organize online discourse of productive knowledge building communities that
engage in emergent, progressive inquiry over a longer term to capture unfolding directions of collective
knowledge work. Such automated analysis needs to be benchmarked by comparing the results with those from
manual efforts of human analysts. Therefore, this exploratory study intends to use topic model analysis to
examine unfolding processes of collective knowledge building in the online discourse of a Grade 4 knowledge
building community and compare the results with human coding.

The Corpus of Online Discourse and Classroom Context
This research analyzed the online discourse of a class of 22 fourth-graders (9-to-10-year-olds) who studied light
over a three-month period supported by Knowledge Forum a collaborative online knowledge building
environment (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2006). The students were taught by a teacher who had strong expertise in
facilitating knowledge building, as indicated through a prior study that analyzed his improvement of knowledge
building practices over three years (Zhang et al., 2009). The classroom design encouraged students to take on
collective responsibility for high-order decision-making related to knowledge goals, long-range planning, and
progress evaluation. Students generated problems of understanding, discussed diverse ideas and theories
through face-to-face knowledge-building discourse, conducted self-generated experiments and observations, and
searched libraries and the Internet. They contributed problems, ideas, data, and resources into Knowledge
Forum for continual discourse and idea improvement. Knowledge Forum provided the public knowledge space
in which student ideas and inquiry work were recorded, in views (workspaces) corresponding to their focal
goals. By writing notes (discourse entries) in these views, the students contributed their ideas, data, and related
information. Supportive features for knowledge-building discourse allowed the students to co-author, build on,
and annotate notes; create reference links with citations to existing notes; and create rise-above notes to
summarize, distil, and advance their discussions. Content analysis of student portfolio notes that summarized
their knowledge advances showed significant progress made over the three months in understanding deep issues
about light (see Zhang et al., 2010).

The corpus of online discourse contains 149 notes over a vocabulary of 824 distinct words, among
which 75 words are stop words, namely, words that only assume grammatical functions or carry little meanings
relevant to the analysis, such as articles, prepositions, and pronouns. After removal of the stop words, the
number of meaningful distinct words is reduced to 749, with each note in the corpus containing 43 distinct
words on average. Hereinafter, we use the terms ‘note’ and ‘document’ interchangeably depending on the
context: we refer to discourse entries as notes in the context of Knowledge Forum, and as documents in
the context of topic modeling.

Topics in online discourse can be defined at different levels of specificity, ranging from broader themes
of discussion to specific topics and sub-topics. Different units of topic clustering may serve different needs:
reflection of students and teachers on discourse progress tend to focus on relatively larger themes and topics
while researchers often prefer more fine-grained analysis of topics and ideas. In the inquiry of light, the students
and their teacher co-identified eight themes to guide their inquiry and discourse about light: Why is snow white?
(reflection and absorption) How do plants adapt to light? Why is night cooler than daytime? How are shadows
made? How does light travel? How are rainbows created? (colors of light) How do lenses work? And how do
mirrors work? Elaborating on these eight themes, two researchers collaboratively identified 17 specific topics
from student online discourse, and used this list of topics to code each Knowledge Forum note. Notes
addressing the same topical issue constituted a conceptual line of inquiry—an inquiry thread—that extended
from the first to the last document created (see Chen, 2013 for further details of this analysis). The result was
the identification of 17 inquiry threads that map onto the eight overarching themes identified by the knowledge
building community.

Topics Discovered with LDA Analysis
The eight overarching themes and 17 specific inquiry threads provided the contextual information needed for us
to test topic discovery with LAD analysis. We tested a range of total number of topics to be discovered ranging
from 5 to 17 topics, and setting the number to 10 topics generated the most interpretable result.

Table 1 shows the 10 topics discovered through the LDA analysis, with a list of top 10 keywords for
each topic. The ‘Keywords’ column lists the vocabulary that has the largest β value under a certain topic, that is,
the words that are mostly likely to belong to that topic. In the ‘Interpretation’ column, we present a
summarization of each topic obtained by analyzing the keywords used in the documents that the algorithm
assigned to the topic. Some of the topics (e.g. Topic 9) are harder to interpret than others. There are substantial
overlaps (shared keywords) between topics 1 (Light travels through materials), 5 (Reflection) and 9 (Materials
that reflect); and between topics 3 (Shadows, including colored shadows) and 8 (Shadows and light sources).
As we navigated through the results from our test with M = 5, 6…17 topics, we found that some topics are interpretable at certain Ms but lost their interpretability as the parameter increases or decreases.

Table 1: Ten Topics Extracted by LDA, Each with the Top Keywords and an Interpretation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic 0</td>
<td>'colour' 'r' 'green' 'yellow' 'make' 'blue' 'object' 'cone' 'primary' 'at'</td>
<td>Colors of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 1</td>
<td>'tin' 'foil' 'solid' 'glass' 'travel' 'through' 'material' 'solstice' 'can' 'mean'</td>
<td>Light travels (through materials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 2</td>
<td>'mirror' 'convex' 'when' 'concave' 'reflection' 'side' 'lens' 'telescope' 'two' 'see'</td>
<td>Mirrors and lenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 3</td>
<td>'rainbow' 'when' 'shadow' 'color' 'made' 'glass' 'through' 'color' 'can' 'think'</td>
<td>Shadows (including colored shadows)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 4</td>
<td>'glass' 'what' 'see' 'eye' 'solid' 'when' 'people' 'through' 'very' 'back'</td>
<td>See</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 5</td>
<td>'mirror' 'shine' 'reflect' 'direction' 'will' 'line' 'plant' 'this' 'work' 'bounce'</td>
<td>Mirrors and reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 6</td>
<td>'sun' 'when' 'earth' 'moon' 'eclipse' 'shadow' 'other' 'world' 'around' 'line'</td>
<td>Eclipses and seasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 7</td>
<td>'white' 'snow' 'colour' 'prism' 'black' 'melt' 'when' 'see' 'fast' 'why'</td>
<td>Snow and white light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 8</td>
<td>'shadow' 'object' 'made' 'opaque' 'energy' 'part' 'call' 'umbra' 'what' 'go'</td>
<td>Shadows and light sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 9</td>
<td>'through' 'go' 'can' 'reflect' 'tinfoil' 'l' 'think' 'was' 'angle' 'when'</td>
<td>Materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 displays some example documents for the first three topics. Aligned with the interpretation, these documents discuss colors, light traveling through materials, and mirrors and reflection, respectively. The documents in Table 2 are structured as the following: the first line of the documents lists the title, author initials and document creation date information in italic font separated by '|'; the contents of the documents are shown in the remaining lines. The different font color and superscripts represent the topic assignment of each word. For example, a word in green font with superscript 0 means that the topic assignment of this word is Topic 0. We refer the readers to the online supplementary tables for more examples.

Table 2. Example Documents for the First Three Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Colors of light</th>
<th>Light travels</th>
<th>Mirrors and lenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How you see colour 2009, Aug 21</td>
<td>opaque and transparent 2002, May 06</td>
<td>what will happen when you shine a light through different lenses? 2003, Jun 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When you start at a blue object for a long time, the cones in your eyes sensitive to blue becomes tired</td>
<td>Light travels in a straight line until it hits an object, if the object is opaque like wood, the light is interrupted</td>
<td>The convexe is when the object is the opposite direction. There are many different kinds of lenses there is one 2 side convex with a flat 2 side, double 2 sided convex, double 2 sided convex, one 2 side convex, two 2 convex lenses facing the same direction. What's the difference in when you shine a light through the different lenses? Our experiment we are going to shine a light through the different lenses and see if what happens to the light the double convex made the light smaller except for when I put the lens further from the magnifying glass the light light seen of got closer to the paper and vice versa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LDA-Based Analysis of Topic-Document Relationships

The LDA algorithm further outputs the assignment of topics to documents. Figure 2 shows how likely each of the 149 documents belongs to Topic 0 that was interpreted as colors of light. The x-axis lists all the 149 documents, and the y-axis shows the score of how much each document pertains to the topic ‘color’, with higher numerical score indicating greater relevance. We show the content of three documents of different likelihood scores in Figure 2. The first two documents have higher likelihood scores, and their contents are more pertaining to colors, while the last document has lower likelihood score and its content is not related to colors.

Figure 2: Assignment of Topic 0 over all documents. This diagram plots how likely each document belongs to Topic 0. The circled numbers, ①, ② and ③mark the position of the likelihood of the three documents shown under the graph.

Comparing Document-Topic Assignment with LDA against Human Coding

The results reported above show how the LDA algorithm can extract topics from online discourse and assign interpretable topics to each discourse entry. To further gauge the accuracies of these topic assignments, we compared the LDA assignments with those obtained with manual coding.

The evaluation process was as follows: we randomly selected five of the ten topics and pool the top six documents from each topic. The order of the documents was then randomized. Two human raters (two of the authors) independently read each of the thirty documents and rated the relevance of each documents to the five topics using a 7-point Likert scale (from 0-definitely not related to 6-definitely related). We then compared the algorithm’s topic assignments against the average of the human raters’ results.
We used two evaluation metrics: Fleiss Kappa (Fleiss, Levin & Paik, 2013) and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) (Järvelin & Kekäläinen, 2002). The Fleiss Kappa score describes how much the rater/algorithm’s answers differ from random assignment of topics. Hence, the Fleiss kappa tells us the percentage of agreement gained beyond chance. We used it to evaluate the agreements on the assignment of the most relevant topics to the documents. Kapper for inter-rater agreement is 1, and for system-human consistency is 0.87. The nDCG measure compares the similarity between two lists, range from 0 to 1. The nDCG evaluation metric is suitable for our testing as it captures both the importance of the ranking and the numerical gains that our human annotators assigned. Considering that our system outputs at most 2 topics for each document (in fact, for only 4 documents, our system output 2 topics, and it assigned only 1 topic for the rest of the documents), we only calculated the result for the selecting the most relevant 1 topic, and the most relevant 2 topics. For the most relevant topic, nDCG (averaged over all 30 documents) for inter-rater agreement is 1, and for system-human consistency is 0.90. For the two most relevant topics, the inter-rater agreement in terms of nCDG (averaged over all 30 documents) is 0.99, and the system-human consistency is 0.86. These results indicate that the topic assignment generated by the LDA algorithm achieved an acceptable agreement with human judgment, even though the agreement is lower than that between the two human coders.

Analyzing Temporal Evolution of Different Topics in the Online Discourse

We further tested how LDA may be used to generate useful analysis and feedback data for educators and researchers by examining the progressive changes in student online discourse. Figure 3 shows the evolution of four topics over the 10-week period of inquiry. The x-axis represents time in term of weeks (week 1 – 10), and the y-axis shows how prominent the topic is in that week’s discussion (accumulated γ scores for all the posts within given week). For the sake of clarity, we only plotted the scores for four topics in Figure 3.

The temporal progress of the topics indicates many interesting aspects of the learning process. For instance, Topic 7 (snow and white light) has a dominant score during the first week, and decreases over the next few weeks, then rises again in week 5. The intensive discourse about this topic in the first week as detected by LDA coincides with what actually happened in the classroom: at the beginning of the light inquiry, an early spring snow triggered students’ interest in why snow is white and what would happen if it were black. These issues became the primary focus in the first week in the online and face-to-face activities, with 9 notes written in the first week (see the inquiry thread Snow in Figure 1). These issues related to snow became less central in the following three weeks as the knowledge building community formulated other, deeper themes of inquiry to address a wide range of optical issues. These deeper issues were represented by the increase of Topics 8 and 9 in

Figure 3. Temporal Projections of Topics.
Figure 3 as well as the inquiry threads on primary and secondary colors, light travels and interacts with different materials, mirrors and reflection, shadows, and how we see things in Figure 1. Interestingly, the inquiry on primary and secondary colors and how we see colors led students to understanding the nature of white light and how it can be split into different colors using a prism, with a number of new notes written in week 5-10, as detected by the LDA analysis.

Discussion
This study of applying LDA to the online discourse data showed promising results. The algorithm was able to detect semantically meaningful topics even when the target corpus has a relatively limited vocabulary and short notes and addresses coherently connected issues in one content area (optics) instead of different areas (e.g. optics vs. chemistry). The ten topics discovered by LDA reflect core optical issues investigated by the knowledge building community. These topics overlap substantially with —although do not map directly onto— the inquiry themes identified by students and inquiry thread topics identified by researchers.

An important aspect in applying LDA is to determine the possible number of topics before running LDA. In the current study, we identified the appropriate number of topics by experimenting with varying number of topics based on a possible range informed by the reflection of students on their collective knowledge themes as well as the manual coding of researchers. The researchers in this study implemented detailed coding of notes using inquiry threads to understand the process of knowledge building and benchmark automated analysis results. However, in future application of LDA analysis, such manual review can be handled more quickly to identify major topics of discussion without document-by-document coding. With an overall sense of the possible topics discussed, the analyst—researcher or educator--can vary the total number of topics used in the LDA algorithm and interpret the obtained candidate topics by examining the keywords involved, with keywords shared between different topics showing the conceptual connections. It is important to point out that most of the topics detected in this study are hard to interpret accurately based on stand-alone keywords without looking at how these words are used in the context of the corresponding discourse entries. Future design of LDA-base assessment tools should show the keywords of each topic in context (e.g. sentences) to aid user interpretation.

Using the LDA algorithm, we further identified documents that are likely associated with each of the ten topics detected. Comparing the document-topic assignment by LDA against the judgment of two human coders resulted in high-level consistency measured using nCDG and Kappa. Such automated document-topic assignment may help students and teachers to identify important discourse contributions addressing particular focal themes as a way to review collective progress and individual contribution. It may also aid researchers in coding discourse entries based on conceptual topics to understand the evolving scope and depth of inquiry evident in the online discourse. Meanwhile, it is important to mention that our evaluation of automated document-topic assignment was based on a small sample of most relevant documents for five topics, with a high level of accuracy. The accuracy may decrease when assigning other documents that have lower relevance (i.e. likelihood) scores; in such cases, LDA may provide a list of candidate documents that are potentially relevant to each topic for the human analyst to choose from, so the analyst can select relevant documents for each topic more easily.

We also noticed a few challenges, which suggest headroom for further improvement of the technology. The unsupervised-learning nature of the LDA algorithm provides researchers little control over the granularity and structure of the detected topics. The algorithm may generate un-interpretable topics and it is difficult to estimate the interpretability of the generated topics without human interference. Sometimes the educator or analyst may want to see a finer-grain analysis of certain topics but it is challenging to control the granularity of the topics detected by LDA. To address these drawbacks, future research may look into developing and applying topic models that can incorporate information from manually-coded archived online discourse on the same topic. Also, we will also explore the use of hierarchical topic models that can discover topics with intrinsic hierarchical orders to solve the granularity issue. We believe this further development will give the educator and analyst more control over the discovered topics for the purpose of more effectively and efficiently analyzing large volumes of online discourse data, and pave the road for creating auto-assessment and feedback tools to leverage sustained and productive knowledge-building discourse.
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